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You rolled “Demonic Notice” for Entanglements. A randomly selected member of your crew has 
attracted the attention of a powerful demon/god, known only as “the Outsider.” This creature appears 
as a pale, dark young man (to most) and speaks of philosophical questions in dreamy tones. The 
Outsider is outside linear time, and drawn to those who are pivotal in ways they cannot necessarily see 
from their fixed point in time.  
 
Sometimes centuries go by and no one is Chosen. Other times, one becomes Chosen while a previously 
Chosen still lives. Too little is known by civilized scholars, the Outsider is inscrutable. 
 
There are consistent elements. The Outsider approaches the Chosen in a dream-like state, in the 
Outsider’s home, outside linear time and swollen with unearthly power. The Outsider reflects on his 
choice, and explains a few basics to the Chosen (mainly that the Outsider does not care how it turns out, 
as long as it is interesting.) The Chosen is released from sleep with a fresh black tattoo of the Outsider’s 
mark on the back of his or her hand. 
 
This complication grants one special ability automatically.  
 
Here are the special abilities that will likely be available to the next Chosen. The list could change, and is 
certainly different for each Chosen empowered by the Outsider. 
 
What’s the Catch? 
 
There is no obvious down side or price to the power. If previous Chosen were pressed, then they might 
reluctantly discuss some of the less apparent risks and subversions. 
 
For one, those close to the whispers of demonic energy show great respect to the Chosen, or try to kill 
the Chosen outright. Also, choosing to pursue the tablets inevitably leads down strange paths that 
always go darker the longer they are followed. The Chosen is also always caught up in a pivotal role in 
something much bigger—does the Outsider know this, and insert powers to further confuse crisis 
points? Or does the Outsider cause a person to become pivotal in events? The Outsider claims no stake 
in the outcome, but how subtle are the machinations? Where is history being steered? These questions 
trouble those who have the power to force their will on a situation and remake it to their liking. 
 
Spirit Wardens consider it a secret and urgent mission to identify and destroy any Chosen that emerge. 
 
Gaining New Special Abilities 
 
The Chosen must find whale-bone tablets scribed with the Outsider’s mark to unlock further abilities, 
though the range of potential power can be sensed by some who are skilled in attuning to supernatural 
energy. This attuning process takes about an hour of undisturbed concentration; it can be done faster, 
but there is risk of ruining the tablet and not gaining full benefit. 
 



Six “potency” of tablets unlock a special ability. Small charms may only have one potency, others the 
size of dinner plates may have up to three. When they are studied and the energy they contain 
absorbed, they crumble to dust and dark energy swells in the waking world, contained in the Chosen. 
 
 
Special Abilities 
 

 Attuned Consciousness. The Chosen can feel how conscious those within fifteen feet are at any 
moment. The Chosen can also use the Attune action to increase or decrease that consciousness 
without even touching the target. Being rushed, or attempting more targets than one, or trying to 
reach further can make the situation less controlled or a different order of magnitude. 
 

 Authoritative Attunement. The Chosen always counts as having a +1d to Attune (from the 
background Chosen) and +1d for fine equipment (the Chosen tattoo) in addition to any other 
advantages. Also, most ghosts and supernatural creatures can be balked or wounded by the will of 
the Chosen. Cowardly spirits seek to serve, the more powerful are reluctant to cross the Chosen. 
 

 Electroplasm Rush. The Chosen becomes a pinhole, and a gout of electroplasm flows in to realspace 
directed by the Chosen’s hand or gaze, within fifteen feet. If there is a ghost present, it can be 
bolstered and given frightening power. If there is the memory of a ghost, it may manifest. Corpses 
may be animated. Power is granted, but control is a separate issue. If there is a Whisper present, the 
electroplasm can count as a fine item, adding +1 die that stacks with any other fine equipment the 
Whisper is using. If not used, the electroplasm becomes a chilling mist, then fades away over about 
a minute. 
 

 Flicker. Use Attune to wink out of realspace and reappear up to fifty feet away in any direction, in 
three dimensions. The Chosen feels odd energies bustling and nuzzling in the moment of transport, 
and writhing around the target, giving a clear sense of what is possible and what is not. This ability is 
safe to use—it does not plant the Chosen half in objects and half out, or miss the target by inches, or 
position to fall (unless that was the goal.) 

 

 Plasmic Blades. In a ritual that takes an hour, the Chosen can tune up to three fine quality items no 
bigger than a knife or modest book. These items can then be stored in a safe place. The Chosen can 
quickly conjure electroplasmic echoes of them, and dismiss those echoes just as quickly. If anyone 
but the Chosen disturbs the originals, then the signal is lost, and the ritual must be repeated. These 
echo objects count as fine when applied to supernatural energies. 

 

 Supernatural Delta. Power flows into the Chosen from the Outsider, and the Chosen can choose to 
pass it on to a gang if the Chosen has an appropriate gang, upgrades the gang, and has this special 
ability. The supernatural ability gives the gang 1d as though it was a fine action, and expands the 
kinds of tasks they can undertake. The leader of the gang can get 2 powers, the rest get one power. 
Each time this special ability is taken, either add another gang, or give an existing powered gang an 
additional special ability (so the leader has 3 abilities, the other members 2.) Gangs cannot have 
special abilities the Chosen does not have. This advantage stacks with elite gangs. As individual gang 
members leave or die or retire, others can be inducted into the gang, up to four per gang. 

 
 


